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CMCP  MODIFIED  REQUIREMENTS  TRACK PREREQUISITES CHECKLIST 
The Clinical Musician Certification Program  Modified Requirements Track is an option for musicians with 

previous training or experience in therapeutic music. To be considered for the Modified Requirements Track you 

must submit all the items on this checklist to the Harp for Healing, LLC home office. Application does not guarantee 

acceptance. The application fee is non-refundable and is separate from the tuition fee.     

 

X Item Comments 

 Completed copy of this checklist  

 Application fee $100 (Non-refundable) Submitted electronically through the website or 

by check  

 Cover letter State your reasons for applying for the CMCP 

Modified Requirements Track 

 Completed Application Available on the website 

 Recording #1--Patient Category: Children--10 

minutes of continual music, at least 2 songs 

Demonstrate rhythmic, familiar, and melodic 

music with smooth segues and some 

improvisation, 70-80 beats per minute 

 Recording #2-- Patient Category: Elderly--10 

minutes of continual music, at least 2 songs 

Demonstrate rhythmic, familiar, unfamiliar, 

and melodic music with smooth segues and 

some improvisation, 60-70 beats per minute 

 Recording #3-- Patient Category: General care-

-10 minutes of continual music, at least 2 songs 

Demonstrate rhythmic, familiar, unfamiliar, 

and non-melodic music with smooth segues 

and some improvisation, 60-80 beats per 

minute 

 Recording #4-- Patient Category: End of 

life/pain relief--10 minutes of continual music 

Demonstrate non-rhythmic, non-melodic, 

unfamiliar, and improvised music with smooth 

segues  

 Recording #5—Public lobby area—10 minutes 

of continual music using at least 3 songs from 

different categories of your PMME repertoire 

list.    

Demonstrate repertoire diversity at an 

appropriate tempo, complexity, and volume for 

a public area. 

 Narrative for each recording Describe situation, patient’s reaction, your 

modification of music based on reaction 

 Summary of therapeutic music experience, 

including experience at the bedside 

 

Include estimated number of bedside hours and 

sessions--Minimum 45 hours, 100 sessions of 

bedside experience 

 Recommendation from at least one facility 

where you provided bedside music 

 

 Current resume relating to therapeutic music  

If sending your application     If sending your application 

by mail, send to:     electronically, send to:  

Harp for Healing, LLC      HarpforHealing@gmail.com 

920 4th Avenue 

Havre, Montana  59501  

  


